
Windchaser Instruction Sheet
The Windchaser comes in two sizes: 9’ and 13’. The 9’ 
Windchaser comes with a 2-segment aluminum flag pole, 
and the 13’ Windchaser comes with a 3-segment aluminum 
flag pole. Both Windchasers come with a fiberglass ground 
stake and metal washer which allows the flag and pole to 
swivel freely with the wind without digging into the ground. 

TO PREVENT DAMAGE TO THE GROUND STAKE, USE A WOOD 
BLOCK BETWEEN THE GROUND STAKE AND YOUR HAMMER. 
USE GLOVES OR HANDCLOTH WHEN HANDLING, INSTALLING 
OR REMOVING FIBERGLASS GROUND STAKE.

To Install Your Windchaser Flag

1.  Ground Stake: Hammer the included fiberglass ground 
stake into the ground where you desire to fly your 
Windchaser flag. Leave approximately 1/2 of the ground 
stake exposed to support the assembled flag pole. Slide the 
CoroShield and metal washer over the ground stake.

2.  Assemble the flag pole by inserting swedged ends into 
non-swedged ends. The pole top has a black swivel bearing 
insert to receive the metal Swing Arm.

3.  Insert the metal Swing Arm into the top sleeve of flag until 
it reaches the full length of the sleeve (u).

4.  Thread the assembled pole into the side sleeve of the 
Windchaser flag until the pole is near the top of sleeve.

5.  Insert the exposed end of the metal Swing Arm into 
the swivel bearing insert that is located on top of the 
aluminum flag pole (v).

6.  Slide the flag pole over ground stake to complete your 
installation (w). 
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